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2019 licensing year with a lot of quality
Son of Classico TN convinces among the jumping stallions
Münster: The second and thus last part of the Westphalian Main Licensing 2021 is over. On these
two days, the 29 jumping stallions were the focus of the event. Twenty stallions from the licensing
lot were approved and eight were awarded with a premium title.
Just like the dressage stallions on the previous licensing days, the jumping stallions started their
presentation on the triangular track. The second presentation on the first licensing day was the free
jumping in the usual form with a jumping grid of three jumps. On the second day, the second round of
free jumping took place: introduced last year and tried and tested, this was only done over a single
jump. This is unique in Germany and was rounded off with a detailed commentary by Breeding Director
Thomas Münch for each stallion.
Out of the overall high quality of the inspection lot, a son of Classico TN with the head number 71
emerged as the champion stallion. Bred by Hendrik Zurich and Max Goldammer from Schüttorf and
owned by Hendrik Zurich, the stallion out of a dam by Diamant de Semilly presented himself in superior
quality during both licensing days. A jumper par excellence with perfect body parts and a lot of
overview at the jump and almost unlimited ability. "If there was a 12.0 for ability, this stallion would
have gained it. A champion stallion par excellence" was the conclusion of the Breeding Director.
The 1st Reserve Champion Stallion with the head number 91 is by Untouchable out of a dam by Balou
de Rouet (breeder and exhibitor: IB Berger GmbH). The typey stallion could also convince the
commission with his quality at all performances. Two stallions won the 2nd Reserve Champion title:
Head number 89 by Stakkato Gold out of the State Premium mare A la Calinca by A la Carte NRW as
well as head number 85 by Ogano Sitte out of a dam by Accord II.
Further premium stallions in unranked order:
62 by Balounito / Cornet Obolensky
70 by Checkter / Cornet Fever
80 by Golddigger / Clinton
92 by Untouchable / Lux

The most successful stallion sire was, as last year, the exceptional sire Cornet Obolensky. He produced
three licensed offspring.
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BU: Winning stallion no. 71 by Classico TN/Diamant De Semilly

